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A quantum scattering interferometer
Russell A. Hart1, Xinye Xu1{, Ronald Legere1{ & Kurt Gibble1

The collision of two ultracold atoms results in a quantum mech-
anical superposition of the two possible outcomes: each atom con-
tinues without scattering, and each atom scatters as an outgoing
spherical wave with an s-wave phase shift. The magnitude of the
s-wave phase shift depends very sensitively on the interaction
between the atoms. Quantum scattering and the underlying phase
shifts are vitally important in many areas of contemporary atomic
physics, including Bose–Einstein condensates1–5, degenerate
Fermi gases6–9, frequency shifts in atomic clocks10–12 and magnet-
ically tuned Feshbach resonances13. Precise experimental mea-
surements of quantum scattering phase shifts have not been
possible because the number of scattered atoms depends on the
s-wave phase shifts as well as the atomic density, which cannot
be measured precisely. Here we demonstrate a scattering experi-
ment in which the quantum scattering phase shifts of individual
atoms are detected using a novel atom interferometer. By per-
forming an atomic clock measurement using only the scattered
part of each atom’s wavefunction, we precisely measure the differ-
ence of the s-wave phase shifts for the two clock states in a density-
independent manner. Our method will enable direct and precise
measurements of ultracold atom–atom interactions, and may be
used to place stringent limits on the time variations of fun-
damental constants14.

In our experiment, we ‘juggle’ atoms15 in an atomic fountain clock
by launching two gaseous clouds of caesium atoms upwards in rapid
succession (cloud 1 first, followed by cloud 2) by laser-cooling them
in a frame that moves upwards at 2.5–3.4 m s21. Gravity slows the
atoms and, after cloud 1 reaches its apogee and begins to fall, the two
clouds pass through one another and the atoms collide. For a short
time delay between launches, of the order of Dt 5 10 ms, the relative
velocity of the atoms is about vr 5 gDt 5 10 cm s21 (where g is the
acceleration due to gravity); this corresponds to a collision energy of
E 5 mv2

r /4 5 40 mK 3 kB (where m is the atomic mass and kB is
Boltzmann’s constant). The collision energy is much greater than
the atoms’ temperature of 250–500 nK. We prepare the atoms in
cloud 1 in a pure jF,mæ hyperfine state (for example, j4,4æ) and those
in cloud 2 in one of the clock states (j3,0æ). Both clouds pass through
a microwave (clock) cavity, which puts the atoms in cloud 2 in a
coherent superposition of the two clock states, j3,0æ and j4,0æ. The
phase of this coherence precesses at the caesium clock frequency,
n < 9.2 GHz (ref. 12). When the two clouds collide, the atoms scatter
as illustrated in Fig. 1. The s-wave part of the atomic wavefunction in
each clock state, j3,0æ or j4,0æ, scatters off the atoms in cloud 1,
acquiring an s-wave phase shift, d3 or d4. After scattering, the atoms
fall back through the microwave cavity, which converts the phase
difference between the clock coherence and the microwave field into
a population difference of the clock states, which we detect. This
population difference for the unscattered part of each atom’s wave-
function yields the usual transition probability for a clock as a func-
tion of microwave frequency, known as Ramsey fringes12 (red
diamonds in Fig. 2a). Here we instead detect only the scattered part

of each atom’s wavefunction, for which the phase of the coherence is
shifted by the difference of the s-wave phase shifts, W 5 d3 2 d4 (blue
circles in Fig. 2a). In this way, we use atomic-clock interferometry to
directly observe the difference of the s-wave phase shifts. To dem-
onstrate this technique, we scatter the caesium clock states off j4,4æ at
vr 5 9.92 cm s21 and measure W 5 20.141(8) rad.

To select a clock atom that scatters, we use the Doppler shift and a
narrow two-photon Raman transition15–17. In Fig. 3, we show velocity
distributions of the vertical velocity component (vz) of cloud 2, pre-
pared in j3,0æ, when it collides with j4,4æ atoms in cloud 1. For the
data in Fig. 3, the microwave pulses to the clock cavity are disabled so
that cloud 2 is not prepared in a coherent superposition of the clock
states. The velocity-selective probe pulse transfers atoms from j3,0æ to
j4,0æ with a bandwidth of 1.4 cm s21, and we detect the number of
atoms in F 5 4. Before the probe pulse, we push the atoms in F 5 4
from the fountain with a laser beam tuned to excite F 5 4 atoms15,17.
We push the F 5 4 atoms either early, before cloud 1 enters the clock
cavity, or late, right after both clouds return downward through the
clock cavity. Early clearing gives the ‘no-collisions’ signal in Fig. 3a
(violet), and late clearing allows the two clouds to collide before we
clear cloud 1, giving the ‘collisions’ signal in Fig. 3a (aqua). In the
magnified Fig. 3b, the difference between the ‘collisions’ and ‘no-
collisions’ curves between vz 5 25 cm s21 and 2 cm s21 represents
scattered atoms (Fig. 3c). For both curves in Fig. 3a and b, we subtract
the small backgrounds in Fig. 3d, obtained by inhibiting the prepara-
tion of cloud 2 in j3,0æ. To observe the Ramsey fringes of scattered
atoms (blue circles in Fig. 2), we fix the probe velocity at vz 5 0 in
Fig. 3c, which corresponds to 90u scattering, enable the microwave
clock pulses, and then scan the frequency of the microwave clock
pulses. The contributions to the Ramsey fringes at vz 5 0 from the
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Figure 1 | Diagram of the experiment. Left, we collide an atom in a coherent
superposition of the two caesium clock states (bottom) with a caesium atom
in a pure | F,mæ state, such as | 4,4æ (top). When the clock states scatter, they
experience different s-wave phase shifts, shifting the phase of the clock
coherence by the difference of the s-wave phase shifts. After the scattering
(right), we directly observe the difference of the s-wave phase shifts by
detecting only the scattered part of each clock atom’s wavefunction.
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‘no-collisions’ and backgrounds are small, with phase shifts consist-
ent with 0 (Fig. 2b and c). For this first demonstration, we choose 90u
scattering to avoid contributions from p-waves.

These measurements are qualitatively different from the usual
cold-collisions frequency shift in an operating atomic clock. The
usual frequency shift arises from a collision rate which gives the rate
at which the phase of the coherence is shifted. The usual frequency
shift is due to the quantum-mechanical interference in the forward
direction between the unscattered and scattered parts of each
atom18,19 and is proportional to density10–12. Here, the Ramsey fringes
for the atoms that scatter have a phase shift (which is independent of
density) instead of a frequency shift, because the phase of the coher-
ence of the scattered part of each atom experiences both s-wave phase
shifts, d3 and d4. To demonstrate the qualitative differences, we show

in Fig. 4a the phase shift as a function of the free precession time T
between the two microwave pulses for T 5 0.115 s to 0.450 s. We
increase the free precession time by increasing the launch velocity
of both clouds, so that their apogees above the clock cavity are
higher12. The phase shift is independent of T. It is clearly inconsistent
with a frequency shift, for which the phase shift would increase lin-
early with T (dashed line in Fig. 4a). Further, the magnitudes of the
effects are very different. The largest cold-collision frequency shift
that has been observed in a clock is 25.5 mHz (ref. 10). Here, for
T 5 0.115 s, a phase shift of W 5 20.141 rad corresponds to a fre-
quency shift of 2200 mHz.

A key feature of this technique is that this difference of quantum
scattering phase shifts is independent of the atomic density, to lowest
order (Fig. 4b). Many experiments have probed a wide variety of
scattering effects, including velocity redistribution17,20, frequency
shifts10,11 and inelastic losses21. Each of these effects is given by a rate
nvrs, where n is the atomic density and s is the cross-section for the
process. As the best measurements of the density of cold atoms do not
achieve even 1% accuracy22,23, it is generally not possible to precisely
determine atomic scattering phase shifts and the atom–atom inter-
actions from these measurements. Indeed for caesium, many scatter-
ing results appeared thoroughly inconsistent until the spectroscopic
observation of many Feshbach resonances24, combined with a theor-
etical analysis, determined the caesium interaction properties25.
Here, although the number of scattered atoms and the amplitude
of the Ramsey fringes are proportional to the density of cloud 1
(Fig. 4b inset), the phase shift is independent of the atomic density
and therefore can utilize the high accuracy available with atomic
clock techniques. In this first measurement, our statistical uncer-
tainty is 6% (of even a relatively small difference of s-wave phase
shifts), compared to typical density uncertainties of a factor of
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Figure 2 | Ramsey fringes for scattered and unscattered atoms. a, The
central Ramsey fringe for clock atoms that have s-wave scattered from | 4,4æ
atoms at 90u (vz 5 0, blue circles) with vr 5 9.92 cm s21. The reference
Ramsey fringe is from the unscattered clock atoms (vz2, maroon diamonds).
The fringes for the scattered atoms have a phase shift of 20.141 rad, which is
the difference of the s-wave phase shifts. a.u., arbitrary units. b, The entire
Ramsey pattern for scattered atoms at vz 5 0 (blue circles) and for ‘no-
collisions’ (violet diamonds) as in Fig. 3. c, The background Ramsey fringes
as in Fig. 3 for ‘collisions’ (green squares) and ‘no-collisions’ (red triangles).
For these data, the difference of the s-wave phase shifts for the clock states
scattering off | 4,4æ is relatively small, W 5 20.141(12) rad. Each circle
represents the average of four differences of four measurements, requiring
16 cycles of the atomic fountain. The central Ramsey fringe is a minimum
because the atoms begin in the | 3,0æ clock state and we detect the final
number in | 3,0æ. In a, there are nearly 1,000 times more unscattered atoms
(maroon diamonds) than detected scattered atoms (blue circles).
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Figure 3 | Velocity distribution of clock atoms. Cloud 2 is prepared in | 3,0æ
and cloud 1 in | 4,4æ, with vr 5 9.92 cm s21. a, The aqua (violet) curves show
the velocity distribution of cloud 2 for ‘collisions’ (‘no-collisions’) when we
clear cloud 1 from the fountain late (early). b, Magnification of a by a factor
of 100. In this centre-of-mass frame, the most probable vertical velocity
component for cloud 1 is vz1 5 24.96 cm s21 (dashed line) and
vz2 5 4.96 cm s21 for cloud 2. c, The difference between the ‘collisions’ and
‘no-collisions’ curves. This represents scattered atoms, which are visible
between vz 5 25 cm s21 and 2 cm s21. d, Background for ‘collisions’ (green)
and ‘no-collisions’(red). The Ramsey fringes in Fig. 2 (blue, violet, green, and
red) are taken at vz 5 0 here on the curve of the same colour. The Ramsey
fringes in Fig. 2 for unscattered atoms (maroon diamonds) are taken at vz2.
About 0.1% of the atoms scatter into the 1.4 cm s21 detected velocity width
at 90u.
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two. Although measurements of differential cross-sections also yield
density-independent phase shift differences15,26,27, potential system-
atic errors that depend on the scattering angle limit the precision.
Future improvements of our precision by orders of magnitude are
expected.

At low energies, the atom–atom interactions are described by
the s-wave scattering length, a. The scattering length is the low-
temperature limit of 2d/k (where k 5pmvr/h is the atomic wave
vector and h is Planck’s constant). Therefore, direct measurements
of the difference of s-wave phase shifts can directly give precise dif-
ferences of s-wave scattering lengths5. Using d 5 2ka, our current
precision would translate to a scattering length difference uncertainty
of 60.7 Å, comparable to the current uncertainty of the caesium
triplet scattering length, a 5 1291.2(5) Å (ref. 25). A future accuracy
of 100 mrad for W yields 60.009 Å, or 7 p.p.m. However, the caesium
triplet scattering length is so large that ka.1 for even E 5 1mK 3 kB.
Therefore, our sensitivity to the caesium interatomic potentials at
these energies is not so simple, and theoretical work is required to
establish the sensitivity. Preliminary work has shown a sensitivity to
scattering lengths of 1–100 p.p.m. for a measurement accuracy of
100 mrad (ref. 19). Chin and Flambaum14 have recently suggested
that highly sensitive measurements of scattering lengths near
Feshbach resonances will set stringent limits on the time variation
of the electron/proton mass ratio, a fundamental constant of physics.
Near a Feshbach resonance, the phase shift in Fig. 2a has a resonant
structure and varies by p. Our technique can accurately measure the
phase shift throughout a resonance.

We have demonstrated a fundamentally new scattering method
that directly observes the phase shift of an atomic coherence due to
quantum scattering. We use an atom interferometer in an atomic
clock to accurately measure the difference of s-wave phase shifts.
The technique is quite general; for any atom with a magnetic-field-
insensitive transition, a variety of scattering channels can be explored
with high accuracy. For caesium, any of the 16 hyperfine states can be
studied as a function of collision energy and magnetic field for s
waves, and for higher partial angular-momentum waves such as p,
d and so on. The technique offers direct and unambiguous differ-
ences of quantum scattering phase shifts, and stringently probes
ultracold atom–atom interactions.

METHODS
Juggling atomic fountain clock. Here we describe the changes to our juggling

fountain, which is based on a double magneto-optic trap (MOT)15,17. We cool

and optically pump each cloud of atoms after they are launched from the ultra-

high-vacuum MOT in a three-dimensional moving-frame optical lattice with

degenerate Raman-sideband cooling28,29. This optically pumps the atoms into

the j3,3æ state and cools them to a temperature of typically 500 nK for cloud 1,

and 250 nK for cloud 2. Instead of launching both clouds with the same velocity,

we launch cloud 1 with a slightly larger velocity than cloud 2 so that the two

clouds collide after their apogees. The two clouds finish passing through one

another just before they return downward through the microwave cavity. This

has two advantages: (1) the two clouds are further separated at launch so that

more of the atoms in cloud 1 survive the launch of cloud 2, and (2) it shortens the

time between the collisions and the detection. After the clouds collide, the atoms

spread out spherically with a velocity of vr/2 < 5 cm s21. For the scattered atoms

to be detected, they must pass through the 1.8 cm cavity apertures and be illu-

minated by the 2-cm-diameter detection laser beam. The highest collision rate

occurs when the two cloud centres coincide, and the time from this point until

we detect the scattered atoms is typically 0.13 s, so that the scattered cloud of

these atoms spreads to a diameter of 1.3 cm.

We have added six 9.2-GHz microwave cavities to our juggling fountain to

drive microwave transitions. The cavities used for the clock pulses and the state

preparation are TE011 cylindrical cavities, dielectrically loaded with fused silica to

reduce their size. The state-preparation cavities have 12-mm-diameter apertures

in their endcaps, through which the atoms pass, and those for the clock cavity are

18 mm in diameter. Above the clock cavity, there is a TE0,1,13 cavity that we use to

probe the magnetic field11, which is maintained near 15 mG. We pulse the micro-

waves to the clock cavity and, because of some leakage to the TE0,1,13 cavity, we

pulse the appropriate power and phase to it. We adjust the amplitude and phase

so that the phase of the microwave field in the clock cavity is constant to less than

0.015 rad up to 7.4 mm above the centre of the clock cavity. In addition, we apply

the 5-ms-long pulses when the atoms are centred in the clock cavity. In a future

version, we will eliminate this leakage.

For the final state detection after the atoms pass downward through the clock

cavity, we insert an aperture in the detection laser beam to limit the contributions

from the unscattered atoms in clouds 1 and 2. With a vertical aperture height of

the order of 1 cm, the background Ramsey fringes (violet, red and green curves in

Fig. 2) are small. With no aperture, the background Ramsey fringes in Fig. 2 have

amplitudes twice as large as the amplitude for scattered atoms, and still give the

same phase shift.

State preparation. Both clouds of atoms are launched from the optical lattice in

the j3,3æ state and then pass through four microwave state-preparation cavities.

A typical sequence for T 5 233 ms follows (for other launch velocities, the order

of the pulses may be slightly different). To minimize backgrounds, we purify the

optical pumping of cloud 1 by transferring any residual atoms in j3,1æ and j3,2æ to

the F 5 4 hyperfine level with composite p pulses30 in the first state-preparation

cavity and pulsing a laser beam that pushes F 5 4 atoms from the fountain. This

is repeated in the second state-preparation cavity for j3,21æ and j3,0æ. After this,

cloud 2 enters the first cavity and, as it travels through the first three cavities, a

composite p pulse in each cavity transfers the atoms in j3,3æ to j4,3æ to j3,2æ, and

finally to j4,1æ. In the middle of this sequence, cloud 1 is in the third cavity and we

transfer those atoms from j3,3æ to j4,4æ. After both clouds leave the cavities, we

apply a laser pulse to repump any atoms left in F 5 3. A stimulated-Raman

transition then velocity-selectively transfers the atoms in cloud 2 from j4,1æ to

j3,0æ before they enter the clock microwave cavity. The peak densities of cloud 1

(2) at launch are 6 3 109 (1.2 3 109) cm23, which we measure by observing

collisions within one cloud17 between j3,0æ and j4,0æ, for which the triplet scat-

tering length25 gives a cross-section near the unitary limit. The number of atoms

in cloud 1 and cloud 2 is about 1.6 3 109 and 3 3 108, respectively.
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Figure 4 | The s-wave phase shift of scattered atoms. a, The phase shift W
versus the free precession time T between the two microwave field
interactions. The phase shift is independent of T, as opposed to being
proportional to T as it is for a frequency shift (dashed line). We increase T by
increasing the launch velocity in the fountain. The best fit to all the data is
W 5 20.141(8). b, The phase shift and Ramsey fringe amplitude, A, (inset)
versus the atom density of cloud 1, n1. The phase shift is independent of the
density rather than proportional to it; in contrast, the usual cold-collision
frequency shift in clocks is proportional to the density. As expected, the
Ramsey fringe amplitude is proportional to the density of atoms in cloud 1.
The error bars and bands represent standard errors.
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